UF Online Advising Group Meeting
Thursday 3/14/19, 2:00 PM
Presentation Room, Farrior Hall
I.
II.
III.

IV.

Attendance: Glenn Kepic, Kevin Bird, Fallen Lee, Daniel Schieltz, Julia Fleming, Jessica ?,
Brittany Schambow, Erica Alexander, Dylan King
Approval of 2/14/19 minutes
a. Approved
Guest Speaker: Melanie Veige, Director of General Chemistry & Undergraduate
Coordinator: UFO Performance and Placement in CHM 1025 and CHM 2045
a. (See Handout)
b. Highlights:
i. CHM1020: UFO student performance has been on average around a B+
ii. CHM1030, on average around a B+
iii. CHM1025, exam 1,2, and final were on average not passing scores, a lot of Es
and Ws. Much lower than residential scores. Earning a B+ in this course is a
good indicator of success for CHM2046
iv. UFO: more than double the rate of W than campus, more than half had no
incoming math credits.
v. We need to encourage students to have a math background (at least be able
to take MAC1147 as a coreq) before taking CHM1025.
vi. CHM2045 math prerequisites are being enforced.
vii. Spring 2019 CHM2045: 4/7 Students passing with a C or C+
viii. This summer CHM2045L bootcamp, next summer CHM2045L and
CHM2046L.
UFO Announcements
a. Glenn gave announcement on behalf of Jerry:
i. Working on projection modeling for the fall to try to predict course demand. Will
not be perfect the first time. Associate Director for Advising and Assistant Director
of Marketing searches are moving along. We have completed phone interviews for
marketing and working to schedule campus interviews with three finalists. Currently
doing Zoom interviews with five candidates for advising position in hopes to bring
about three to campus.

V.

Deadlines, Events, Reminders (Glenn)
a. Civic Literacy: https://catalog.ufl.edu/UGRD/academicregulations/civics_requirement/
i. Anyone who came in Fall 2018 (summer B FTICs included) needs to meet
unless they have their AA degree.

VI.

ii. Classes, test scores, or statewide exam
b. Disney Events
i. Guild event going on 3/14 & 3/15. Glenn and a few others from UFO went to
Disneyland event a few weeks ago. Recruited and promoted awareness
c. Florida Days
i. Glenn is presenting for PaCE students, no PaCE tabling at Florida Days.
ii. Some colleges are signed up for open-house, some aren’t, be ready for PaCE
families to come by advising offices
iii. PaCE families may just show up without being registered
d. PaCE International Students
i. Issues with student visas for distance learning student. Creating problems for
international PaCE student with the international center and enrollment
management.
ii. If you see an international PaCE students, ref to Deb Anderson in UFIC since
these issues supersede everything else, and we [advisors] can’t advise them
on everything they need to know on this.
e. Audit Issues
i. A few examples were brought up:
1. Cases of residency not being met in the new system, but was in the
old.
2. Writing Requirement was met even though they did not meet the
requirement.
ii. Old system audits will be made in to PDFs, other things like applications are
also going to be archived in some way by IT. If you have something you know
you would like archived, but not sure if it will be archived, let Daniel Schieltz
know and he will make sure IT has it on their radar in their meetings. Screen
12 proposed (SASS transcript).
Enrollment Management: ROC & OneStop (Daniel)
a. PaCE Numbers
i. 301 accepted and paid - Colleges with highest numbers below:
1. Business-96
2. Journalism-92
3. CLAS-68…
ii. 361 accepted not paid
iii. 102 declined
b. Interviews for student enrollment specialist are underway (Amber’s previous
position)
c. Offers to 3 new admissions officers. They will start the first week of April
d. All upper-division referrals have been sent out to colleges. On track to hit April 1st
decision deadline.
e. Transfer evaluations are taking about 1-2 days right now, OneStop doesn’t expect to
get backed up moving forward. Can reach out to prioritize TE if you know you are
meeting with a student soon and courses are not posted yet.

VII.
VIII.

IX.

f. What is a No-rule designation on courses? Course does not have an established UF
equivalency yet. Melissa Sisk has been managing the No-Rule courses.
g. OneStop is switching gears to internal decisions (HH and LS) now that referrals are
out
h. All TE should be done by the third week of April (mostly for students admitted
toward the end of the cycle will be done that late).
i. OneStop has 3 new manager positions posted on job.ufl.edu (Customer Service
Manager, Transfer Evaluation and Readmission Manager, and Admissions Manager).
These positions will report to Daniel.
PaCE
a. Glenn and Daniel covered PaCE updates in their announcements above
Career Connections Center (Julia)
a. Jessica will be the new UFO point person (C3 campus engagement specialist)
b. She will be working on making services more accessible for UFO while students are
working toward their degrees, and after they graduate
Links Orientation
a. Glenn gave announcement on behalf of Kris:
i. Preview registration should go live this week and Links registration should go live
next week. I’ll send notifications out when they have. Interviewing for NSFP
Assistant Director Position.

X.

Colleges/Departments (all)

Next meeting: April 11, 2:00 PM
1. UF Online Advising dashboard: https://www.advising.ufl.edu/UFO-Dashboard/
2. UF Online Handbook: http://handbook.ufonline.ufl.edu/

